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Distance·Learning and Digital Libraries: Two Sides 
of a Single Coin 

Charles B. Faulhaber . . 
The Bancroft Library, University of California, Berkeley, CA 94720-6000. E-mail: cfaulhab@l1brary.berkeley.edu 

Experience teaching a graduate class in Old C~talan lan
guage and literature from UC Berkeley to UC Irvine and UC 
San Diego, Fall semester 1995, demonstrates th~t such ~n 
. approach can lower the per-pupil cost of teaching exot1e 
foreign languages as well as make instruction in those lan
guages more widely available. The class would not h~ve 
been possible without being able to use the World_ ~1de 
Web to replace, at least partially, some of the trad1t1onal · 
functions of both the library reserve system and the course 
reader. However, it would be prohibitively expensive to 
replicate the model used, because of the amount of s!a~ 
time necessary to develop the Web site as well as to d1g1-
tize materials for it. The only reasonable option is to de
velop tools that wilt allow faculty members to provide such 
materials themselves. 

Distance learning requires digital library support. Re
ce11r experience with a distance learning class has con
vinced me of tl1at simpJe fact. This past semester (Fall 
I 995) I taught a graduate introduction to medieval Ca
talan language and literature. Catala11 is the language 
spoken in Northeast Spain (including Barcelona and 
Valencia) and the Balearic Islands. The medieval litera
ture dates from the 13th to the 15th centuries and in
cludes some of the greatest writers in medieval Europe. 
The poet Ausias March is the best poet ofthe 15th cen
tury, anywhere; the chivalric romance,_Tirant I<> Blanc 
( Tiranl tlie White), was translated into English some 
years ago and. became a supermarket bestseller 
(Martorell & de Oalba~ 1985 ). 

The course had four students at the University of Cal
ifornia (UC), Berkeley, two at UC Santa Barbara 
(UCSB), and one at UC lrvine(UCI) (the first time a 

. multi-point distance learning course originated from the 
Berkeley campus). While medieval Catalan might ap
pear rather esoteric and the number of students relatively 
small in fact the course was set up as a pilot to solve a ' . . 
serious problem in this era of budget constraints: How 
can we afford to offer lesser-taught foreign languages, 
which generally have very low enrollments on a given 
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campus and require fairly specialized and therefore ex
pensive instructors? Such courses are needed to prepare 
students. both undergraduate and graduate, in many 
fields. particularly humanities and social sciences (e.g .. 
for field work in foreign countries). One solution is to 
use distance learning in order to pool the .students from 
the various campuses, thus decreasing the per..:pupil cost 
and allowing specialized resources to be shared. 

Technologies Used 

The structure of the class remained as it was when I 
taugl1t it as a traditional class at BerkeJey: A 3-hour ses
sion once a \Veek. Class n1eetings \verc l1eld in the variou~ 

. 
distance learning facilities on the three campuses us111g 
the voice-switcl1ed Rembrandt II two-way con1presscd 
videoco11ferencing system fron1 Compression Labs, Inc_ 
(San Jose. CA). In addition there was an associated 
channel for freeze-frame graphics from an electroni(' 
overhead projector (Elmo) or computer screen. The sig
nal was sent to the facilities of the Office of the President 
of the UC system in Oakland and thence distributed to 
the other campuses over leased TI lines ( 1.45 megabits/ 
second). although the bandwidth for the class was usu
ally run at ~ of a TI line, equivalent to about 6 ISDN 

. . 

lines. 
The bandwidth for the video representation was ade

quate, but the '·back channel'' line could handle only 
static graphic images so that it was impossible to scroll 
down a computer screen, for example, although a screen 
dump could be displayed. Use of the overhead projector 
for previously prepared materials worked very well; how
ever, any kind of ad hoc elaboration still requires a black
board, preferably electronic. The distance learning class
room at Berkeley is a state-of-the-art facility, while those 
at Santa Barbara and Irvine appear not to have reached . 
the same level of sophistication, thus limiting the capa
bilities of the entire system to a least common denomi
nator. Students at UCSB and UCI were not able to see 
both the instructor and the materials presented com-
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puter screen or electronic overhead projector-simulta
neously, as the Berkeley students could; instead they had 
to switch back and forth between the two. 

Jn addition to the distance learning classroom itself, 
two other technologies were also used: 

(I) An e-mail reflector group for the class. All messages 
sent to it were automatically redirected to all stu
dents in the class. 

(2) A World Wide Web (WWW) home page (URL: 
http://www.lib.berkeley.edu/ --catalan) which con
tained the materials usually provided in a paper 
course reader: Purpose of the course, methodology, 
grading standards, syllabus, reserve list. bibliogra
phy, weekly reading assignments, and background 
materials. The major innovation was that the back
ground materials contained not only digitized im
ages of medieval manuscripts but also hypertext 
links to other relevant web sites in the U.S. as well as 
in Spain. thus offering access to a wealth of material 
that students \.VOUl(i never see otherwise. 

Difficulties: Administrative and Technical 

\\/hi le the class -vv·as remarkably successful in achiev
ing its hasic go<:1ls. there were administrative and tech ni
<.'~11 ditl1culties. \Vith regard to admi nistration. the first 
pr<)blcm encountered remains the hardest to reso lve: 
1-hc discrepancy bCt\.veen Berkelcy''s semester s):stcm 
and the other campt1ses' quarter system. Because Berke
lcv starts fall semester a full month before the other cam--
pt1scs. stt1dents were forced either to forego part of their 
sumn1er plans or wat<.'h the first three classes on \:ideo
tar)c .. Arrangements for the granting of course credit were 
'1lso clt1ms):: and reservation of the videoconferencing fa
cilities had to occur outside of the normal classroom res
ervation process. The latter problems presumably will be 
cc)rrected as distance education becomes more closelv in-

J 

tegrated into the normal running of the institution, but 
the quarter /semester conflict must be resolved. Other
wise distance learning cannot offer a viable alternative to 
campus-based instruction in the UC system. 

Technical difficulties and constrair1ts ranged from the 
fundamental to the trivial. Early on, we dropped the idea 
of true electronic reserves (even page images) primarily 
for technical reasons. Mv relativelv modest reserve list 

J J 

( 4() items) was far too large for The Library to make 
a vailable digitally. Moreover. current WWW browsers 
like Netscape are inadequate for serious work in many 
disciplines. since the Hypertext M arkup Language 
(HTML) does not yet support the character sets needed 
for phonetic or scientific notation except as digitized and 
therefore unsearchable page images. One may hope that 
HTML will converge rapidly \vith SGM L (Standard 
Generalized Markup Language), which has already 
solved virtuallv all of the character representation prob-, 

!ems mentioned. as \,\'ell as manv others. While machine-, 

readable text. because of its search capabilities, is the 

ideal for instructional materials, at least in the near tertn 
digital page images provide a reasonable alternative, es
pecially for any discipline which needs such elements as 
special character sets, images, graphs, and tables. 

Computer support problems also appeared: We were 
not able to find suitable UNIX X-Windows sites at Irvine 
and Santa Barbara until almost the end of the semester. 
They were needed to allow students access to the Dyna
text database of digitized leaves of medieval Catalan 
manuscripts held at Berkeley's Bancroft Library, a total 
of almost 1,000 images used by students as the basis for 
transcriptions of medieval Catalan texts. While promis
ing, the Dynatext version currently available is not yet 
adequate for instruction. For example, it allows zoom
ing, which is necessary to see the fine detail on a manu
.script, but not image processing; moreover, it does not 
protect the original image file from deliberate or acciden
tal modification by the user. Finally, the network con
nections required a great deal of nursing. At one point, 
we lost UC Santa Barbara for 2 weeks and had to resort 
to videotape sent by regular mail. 

Preparing this class was not inexpensive. and therein 
lies the major problem. Leaving aside the creation of the 
Dynatext database (funded by a $5,000 grant from 
Berkeley's Gaspar de Porto la Catalonian Studies Pro
gram), the cost of library1 staff time in developing the dig
itized instructional m aterials was substa ntial: vet with-

J 

out such staff help it \vould have been impossible to teach 
the class. Design and imple mentation of the WWW 
home page took about 40 hours of staff time. Beyond 
that. one librar\,.. staft' men1bcr devoted between I 0 a nd -
15 hours a week to preparing class materials, while two 
others put in a total of about 25 hours proof-reading 
HTML-marked up documents. Thus. not counting my 
own time (between 5 and 6 hours a week to convert 
handwritte n notes into a form suitable for digital 
presentation) and that of the students (some 25-50 
hours for transcription and proof-reading). library staff 
contributed, very roughly, some 150 hours of staff time 
into this one course. However, these materials can be 
used for other courses in years to come: moreover, they 
are permanently available as a Web site for students and 
teachers elsewhere in the U.S. as well as abroad 
(although statistics do not indicate much use to date). 

Conclusions 

This class, taught to students at two other campuses, 
would have been impossible without electronic surro
gates for traditional paper-based class handouts or course 
readers. Distance education without a digital library is 
not possible. H owever, there is still a long way to go be
fore digitally-supported distance education is feasible for 
most faculty members. Few institutions can afford to 
provide the level of staff support that I receiv·ed in teach
ing my Old Catalan class. Instead of pro"·iding such ser
vices directly. 1 i braries. in collaboration with other part-
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ners Jike computer c enters and instruct ional technology· 
program s. must begin to p rovid e the tools that faculty 
m embers and students need in order to create these re-

. 

sources themselves. 
We shall probably have to depend on the commercial 

marketplace to create most of these tools because no li
b rary or computer cente r has the financia l resources nec
essary to do so. just as we had to wait for the commercial 
ma rketplace to provide us with satisfacto ry word pr6-
. cessi ng and spreadsheet ·programs. This process is al
ready beginning as software developers .create tools that 
take advantage of expertise already possessed by many 
faculty members (e.g., a utomated conversion of word 
processing files to HTML) . Facultv members must also . -. . 

have ready access to the · necessary hardwa re (e.g .. high-
q·uality scanners ), as well as the capability of load ing the 
resulting images or machine-readable texts into WWW 
home pages. Now m ost network administrators are re-. . 

l.uctant to grant the required access to servers. TJ1is tel:h-
n<>l<>gJi i.-11ill 0;/fect <Jn/:v the 1n(1r~i11:>-the ear lJ1 i1111ova

l<>rs--:-1tntil an in.\'lrz1cf<)r l'a11 .(}if tl<J•l'n the e 11eninR /Je/i.1re . c • 

a <.:lass and /Jill l<J,f{etl1er all Lhe 111aterials needed _/(Jr tl1a1 

l'lass. Right now this is only a pipe dream. 

• 

It seem s clear to this su.rv·ivor o f the d igita l wars that 
libraries that wa nt t o be involved in distance learning 
have but two choices, one of which is no cho ice at al l. 
They can attempt to continue with their traditiona l role 
as intermediaries between the user and information re~ 
sources, although instead of finding that information in 
existing sources and passing it on, they will now take it 
directly from its creator-the faculty member- and put 
it on the WWW for his or her students. To provide such 
m ediation will require prohibitive amounts of staff time . 
. The alternative is to elim inate the middleman by pro
vid i11g the software, hardware, and training necessary so 
tha t the instructor can develop his or her own course ma
terials in a timely and efficient manner. Libraries should 
thus focus on acquiring o r creating the necessarv tools . . -
and training faculty and ·students in their use. A digital 
' "priesthood of all believers'' must replace the libraria n's 
priestly functions as intermedia ry in a radical recasting 
of t raditional libratiansh'ip. 
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